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David Reekie 
Directorate for the Built Environment 
Scottish Government 
2J (South) Victoria Quay 
Edinburgh 
EH6 6QQ        18th April 2014 
 
 

Dear David Reekie 
 
Consultation on Changes to Permitted Development Rights for Development  
by Telecommunications Code Operators  
 
Archaeology Scotland is a voluntary membership organisation which works to secure 
the archaeological heritage and the wider historic environment of Scotland for its 
people through education, promotion and support, and is a voice for the 
archaeological community. We welcome the opportunity to respond to the above 
consultation but fundamentally disagree with the thinking behind these proposals.  
The reason for designating areas for protection under planning and other law is 
because it has long been recognised by the Scottish Government and the wider 
Scottish public that these assets are important and need statutory protection, so that 
they can be cared for into the future. It is not that we are against change but we 
emphasise this must be done in a controlled manner.  We do not consider the current  
drive for greater broadband and other telecommunication equipment provision 
sufficient justification for any weakening of the existing controls. We do not believe 
the existing controls are preventing future developments and the consultation periods 
are appropriate to gain consent for approved works on designated sites and areas.  
 
The recently published Historic Environment Strategy, allied to the Scottish 
Government’s stated policy in the Scottish Historic Environment Policy, show Scottish 
Ministers’ commitment to caring for Scotland’s historic environment resource and 
equally to mainstreaming this with other aspects of government policy and practice.   
We had hoped the movement of the Historic Environment Policy Unit (HEPU) into the 
Culture & Heritage Directorate in the Scottish Government would result in better  

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2014/03/8522
http://www.historic-scotland.gov.uk/shep-publications.pdf
http://scotland.gov.uk/About/People/Directorates/Culture-Digital
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integration of policies with the work of the Planning Directorate but clearly more work 
is need here. 
 
Question 1  
a) Do you agree with the proposal to amend PDR to allow the installation or  
replacement of telegraph poles in designated areas?  
 

No, we strongly disagree with this proposal.  Replacing poles with ancillary works 
required to excavate existing poles and ground works for new poles could potentially 
cause significant damage to scheduled monuments. Existing poles may be incorrectly 
sited already on such monuments and allowing replacement could potentially produce 
further damage to existing archaeological deposits and continuing impacts on the 
visual setting of such a monument.  The proposal to allow poles to be shifted up to 4 
metres from their existing position is an even more serious concern. It could, for 
example, obliterate a small designated site such as a 3,000 year old bronze age cairn, 
itself only 4 metres in diameter, for the short term benefit of five to ten years use for a 
piece of technology that could well become outmoded. Just because our ancestors 
sited important monuments in positions that are also favoured by telecom operators 
does not give the latter unfettered right to destroy them!  
 
We would be also disturbed to see listed buildings and conservation areas affected by 
these proposals.  The fixing of TV aerials and radio masts to buildings both damages 
the fabric of these buildings and creates unsightly intrusion into the character of places 
people live in.  A more consensual approach where shared access to services is 
supported by local or central government could be both environmentally and 
financially more viable (e.g. one satellite dish for a block of flats instead of one for each 
individual property). 
 
b) Should there be restrictions on any PDR and if so, what restrictions would be  
appropriate and why?  
 

We believe that there should be always be consultation with local authorities or 
Historic Scotland where PDRs potentially lead to the damage of Scheduled 
Monuments, Listed Buildings, Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscapes or 
Conservation Areas.  In addition we believe World Heritage Sites and Battlefield 
Inventory sites should be explicitly included in areas excluded from PDRs. However we 
also think that PDR should also not be permitted on archaeological areas identified on 
local authority Historic Environment Record databases.  Most of these can now be 
accessed through the online portal www.pastmap.org.uk and are complemented by 
the updated version of the Historic Land Use website http://hla.rcahms.gov.uk. Both of 
these sources can be used a trigger maps and also linked to the new Land Information 
Search website. 
 
We realise that this is a general provision but we do not believe there should be any 
unfettered right to damage these sites and areas.  
  
Question 2  

http://www.pastmap.org.uk/
http://hla.rcahms.gov.uk/
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a) Do you agree with the proposed increases to the dimensions of existing masts and 
attached equipment?  
 

No, because larger masts and their attached equipment can have significantly greater 
visual impacts on the setting of scheduled monuments. There should be no automatic 
PDR to expand the height of such masts and each would have to be considered on its 
merits. It may be that certain monuments might be less affected by such visual 
intrusions but it is difficult to produce general advice on this. 
 
b) Do you agree that PDR for such increases should apply to existing masts in all, or 
some, designated areas?  
  

No – see above. 
 
Question 3  
a) Do you agree that Class 67 should refer to antenna systems rather than antenna for 
the purposes of PDR for equipment installed on buildings?  
 

It is unclear if this is encouraging more visually intrusive systems or not.   
 
b) Should the definition of antenna system include associated equipment housing, 
ancillary equipment (see paragraphs 2.34-2.36 below) or other structures?  
 

 Ancillary and associated equipment do have equal or more significant impacts on 
designated sites and their setting. We do not understand the inference from para.2.19 
that permitted development leads to greater potential collaboration between 
suppliers of telecom services. 
 
Question 4  
a) Do you agree that the criteria setting out the dimensions of antenna should be  
standardised/simplified?  
  
b) Do you agree with the proposal that the distinction between buildings over/under 
15m be removed?  
  
c) Do you agree with the proposed number of antenna (or antenna systems as the 
case may be) that would be permitted on a single building under PDR?  
  
Question 5  
a) Do you agree with the proposed increase in height for antenna on buildings from 
four metres to six metres?  
 

No 
 
b) If not, please indicate why. 
 

Because it will create a bigger visual intrusion.  
  
Question 6  
a) Do you agree that the definition of small antenna be amended to remove the  
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restriction that it only applies to point to fixed multi-point systems?  
b) Should the restrictions on size be retained or modified?  
 

The existing restrictions should be maintained. 
 
c) Should the maximum size include the mounting?  
 

Yes, big mountings can be visually intrusive, more injurious to a building’s fabric and 
potentially hazardous where projecting from buildings. 
 
d) Should the restrictions regarding the number of small antenna on a dwellinghouse  
be amended  
 

No 
 
e) Should the restrictions on facing roads be removed for dwellinghouses in  
designated areas?  
 

As this will depend on the location and extent of telecom equipment being installed, 
we would recommend a precautionary approach here. This does not prevent 
equipment being installed on roadsides, but does allow individual and cumulative 
impacts to be assessed. 
   
Question 7  
a) Do you agree that PDR should extend to necessary ancillary equipment?  
 

No, because the footprint and excavation required for the (unspecified) ancillary 
equipment could potentially have significant archaeological impacts as well as creating 
a major visual intrusion. 
 
b) Do you agree with the list of items that could be included in the definition? 

 
No, this is far too extensive a list with potentially significant visual impacts on listed 

buildings and conservation areas if all of this were permitted. 
 
c) Should any other equipment be added/ removed from the list?  
  
Question 8  
a) Do you agree that the time period for emergency apparatus to be located on a site  
should be increased to twelve months? 
 

No, Archaeology Scotland believes that emergency equipment should only be sited on 
a designated site as a last resort.  Phraseology here may be significant and temporary 
rather than ‘emergency’ equipment might be more appropriate. 
 
The nature of the emergency equipment is not clearly specified, but if an 
emergency/temporary telephone was placed on a scheduled monument, it could 
potentially have impacts on the underlying archaeology and setting of a monument. 
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Once the impact has taken place a monument is permanently damaged and remedial 
work can only be to restrict further damage and improve the visual condition. 

 
b) If not, should we retain the current provisions or consider a different period?  

 
As above, we are unhappy with any PDR to permit equipment to be sited or inserted 
on scheduled monuments.  It may that there are classes of monument where such 
impacts might be less severe but this would require some screening and analysis of 
data to identify which ones were robust enough to absorb any impacts.  In general, we 
still feel that emergency equipment should not be sited on scheduled monuments. 
 
c) Should planning authorities have discretion to agree a longer period where  
required?  
  
Question 9  
a) Do you agree with the proposed changes to Class 68?  
b) Should there be a restriction on the size of each antenna as well as a maximum  
aggregate size?  
  
  
BRIA Can you identify likely costs and benefits associated with the potential  
changes discussed in this paper which should be covered in the BRIA?  
  
EqIA Please provide details of any specific issues for any of the equality groups  
(including race, disability, age, sexual orientation, gender or religion and belief)  
which you think may arise in relation to the potential changes discussed in this  
paper.  
  
SEA Please provide details of any significant environmental effects (positive or  
negative) which you think may arise in relation to the potential changes discussed in  
this paper.  
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
 
Jonathan Wordsworth 
Rural Land Use Adviser 
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